Welcome to Mezzatorre Hotel & Thermal Spa,
a peaceful oasis proudly dominating the Gulf of Naples.
Open for ‘the season’ the hotel captures the loveliest times in Italy
from spring to autumn, when sunlight glints off the fresh seas
lapping the Mezzatorre’s private cove.

THE STORY
The castle of Mezzatorre has an ancient and
fascinating history. The name “Mezzatorre”
derives from the presence of an ancient watch
tower remained unfinished (from here “Mezza”)
and built between the sixteenth and seventeenth
century by the Aragonese as a watchtower. It
was enlarged in the eighteenth century by the
dukes of Rancidello. In the thirties, the tower was
used as a pension until one of the owners was
Luigi Patalano, a distinguished scholar, politician
and poet.

Founder of political and cultural magazines, he
transformed the tower into an active cultural
cenacle. Patalano also built “La Colombaia” in the
same park as Mezzatorre, just a short walk from
the hotel.
After being owned by Baron Fassini, an educated
aristocrat, elegant and lover of good life, the beautiful
villa was bought in the 50s by Luchino Visconti,
the eclectic Italian movie director, who brought an
atmosphere of fruitful culture to the island.

DESTINATION

Ischia has always been attractive for its wild
beauty, healing thermal springs and excellent
vineyard. A 17-squaremile island of parched tufa
and bougainvillea, also commonly known as Isola
Verde for its extremely fertile soils. Just off the
Amalfi coast, Ischia is Capri’s more mysterious
and eclectic sister, one of Italy’s best kept secrets.
Proudly dominating the seascape from a rocky
promontory, the Mezzatorre Hotel overlooks
the sparkling Bay of Naples, the island of Capri
and the sea on the horizon. Located near Forio
d’Ischia, the hotel is secluded in the midst of

a thick Mediterranean maquis and just a few
minutes from San Montano Bay, where in 750 b.c.
the Greeks landed and founded the first colony
of Magna Grecia, and the small village of Lacco
Ameno, to stroll along the seafront or sip a coffee
at a bar in the square.
The strategic location of Ischia, overlooking the
Gulf of Naples, makes Mezzatorre the perfect
private “harbour” to discover the bay’s beauty
through island hopping, crossing the sea by series
of shorter journeys between islands like Procida
and Capri.

ROOMS AND SUITES
The Mezzatorre welcomes guests in a stunning setting without equal.
The 54 rooms and suites are located either in the old tower and the cottages,
set in a large park of 7 hectares, surrounded by the Mediterranean maquis
and overlooking the sea. Sleeping at the Mezzatorre is a dream.

GRAND SUITE

BELLEVUE SUITE

A 80sqm spacious suite located in the ancient
tower. A large terrace of 120sqm offer a
breathtaking view over the Tyrrhenian sea.

A panoramic suite located in one of the
highest floors of the ancient tower. A large
terrace, equipped with sun loungers and
umbrellas, offers a unique view over the San
Montano Bay and Gulf of Naples.

THE COTTAGE
A 140sqm spacious cottage located in the park which promises total privacy and a close contact with
nature. The ground floor hosts the living room and 2 bedrooms with private bathrooms. Stairs lead to
an open loft with 2 additional single beds. The Suite has a large outdoor terrace that leads to the private
bay and the swimming pool.

DELUXE SUITE
Located either in the ancient Tower or in the
cottages, the Deluxe Suites offer stunning views
over San Montano Bay. The Deluxe Suites offer a
bedroom and an open living room with a sofa bed.

JUNIOR SUITE SEA VIEW

Deluxe Suite

The Junior Suites rise in the ancient tower,
offering stunning views over the hotel’s bay and
the pool. All the Junior Suites have a bedroom
and a separate living room.

DOUBLE DELUXE SEA VIEW
The Double Deluxe rooms are located in the
tower and the cottages. They offer a breathtaking
view over the San Montano Bay.

DOUBLE SEA VIEW
Located in the tower and the cottages, these
rooms offer a partial sea view thanks to wide
windows, small terraces and balconies.

Double Deluxe Sea View

DOUBLE PARK VIEW
The rooms are located inside the cottages,
surrounded by the Mediterranean maquis. They
are connected to the Tower by shady paths.

Double Sea View

CULINARY EXPERIENCES

BAR & RESTAURANT LA BAIA

RESTAURANT LA TORRE

The restaurant overlooks the pool and the
bay, capturing all the freshness of the sea.
The locally catch of the day is prepared in
different delicious ways and the traditional
cuisine of Campania region – with its simple
and incredibly tasty flavors, - is preserved and
enriched with the personal touch of the Chef.
The menu respect two fundamental rules:
give the right value to the natural aspects of
products and strengthen the ties with the land.
The catch of the day will be always
accompanied by seasonal local ingredients
like mozzarella, fior di latte, San Marzano
tomatoes, Sorrento hazelnuts, white melons
and a lot of other delicacies. The dessert that
have made Campania region famous in the
world, such as babà, sfogliatella and pastiera,
complete the menu.

The cuisine of La Torre Restaurant draws
from the regional gastronomic traditions and
widens its borders. Italy’s bounty of land and
sea takes shape in divine dishes. The kitchen
of La Torre restaurant draws on Italy’s ancient
culinary tradition, and all the Chef’s favorites
are always part of the menu, made with love
and passion. Local cuisine - with its simple
and incredibly tasty flavours - is preserved
and enriched with products from bordering
regions. Each dish is prepared with local
ingredients, natural, strictly seasonal: the
result are Mediterranean dishes, balancing
different flavors and aromas, and offering a

BAR LA TORRE
Every day, the sunset hour awakes the
sophisticated Bar La Torre overlooking
the Gulf of Naples. Enjoying a cocktail
accompanied by the finger food of the Chef
is the authentic essence of the Ischia’s Dolce
Vita.

genuine taste.

LOUNGING

WELLNESS CENTRE & THERMAL SPA

BEACH CLUB AND POOL

Ischia is the oldest destination Spa in the world
and the hotel’s Thermal Centre draws from this
heritage offering a holistic wellness concept, to
drive guests through a journey of discovery of
a healthy and conscious lifestyle.

The external heated saltwater pool overlooks
the Tyrrhenian sea. The Beach Club is the place
to chill out and relax while enjoying a stunning
view on the islands and the Gulf of Naples.
Stand up paddle boat and snorkel are available
from the hotel’s the private pier.

Housed in the 16th Century watchtower, the
wellness centre offers different mind and body
treatments performed with Ischia’s precious
thermal waters, that flow at 45° from the
hotel’s private spring into 3 hydrotherapy
pools. The Thermal treatments are a must for
those who need to recharge and leave behind
the stress of everyday life. The thermal waters
of Ischia, as well as the mud made with that
water, are a real asset to cure various diseases
such as respiratory diseases, rheumatism, and
dermatitis.
There are 4 cabins for spa treatments and 1 for
inhalations and aerosols in the same pool area.
On the ground floor, in the beauty area of
the wellness centre, the guests have at their
disposal 2 cabins for massages, 2 for beauty
treatments, 1 cabin dedicated to manicure and
pedicure and an area reserved for osteopathic
treatments.

BOUTIQUE
The boutique is a collection curated by the
Creative Director Marie-Louise Sciò, from beach
chic to glamorous evening wear.

FITNESS E SPORT
The gymnasium is located inside the ancient
tower and offers first generation Technogym
equipment. Personal trainer service, yoga
and pilates classes are available on request.
Watersports lovers can request any preferred
sports boat and enjoy the water sports available
in the hotel’s private bay.
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